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1. Introduction. 

In the last decade economic theory bas been enriched by an abundant liIerature 00 aatural exbaustible 

resources. It is commonly agreed upon chat the origins of Ibis (since Hote11ing (1931» renewed atten

tion are rooted in the 1973 oil aisis and Fouestez's (1971) boot on World DyDamics and the subse>
quent wed: of the Club of Rcme. The latter type of wort concentraleS 00 gIobaIlCIIJIIroe problems, 

whereas the oil aisis revea1ed the vu1nelability of some parIS of the world dJrou&h iDIaDaIional ttade 

problems. Economic theory bas been developed on both aspects. We refa: to PeII:noD and Fisher (1977) 

and Withagen (1981) for surveys and to DasgupIa and Heal (1979) for a standard iDlmduction. Here we 

shall be dealing with trade in exhaustible resource commodities. 

The existing literature can be divided into two broad c:a&.egories : one bnmcb follows a partial equili

brium approach. the other is of a general equilibrium nablre. In the partial equilibrium literature one 

studies the optimal exploitation of an exhaustible aatural resom:ce in an open economy where (world) 

demand conditions for the raw IlU1lerial are given for the optimizing eoonomy. In this area interesting 

contributions were made by LO. Vousden (1974), Kemp and Suzuki (1975), Aarrestad (1978) and Kemp 

and Long (1979, 1980 a,b) for the competitive case, by Dasgupta. Eastwood and Heal (1978), who deal 

with monopoly, by Lewis and SchmaJensee (1980 a,b) for 01igcpolistic markets, wbereas, finally, 

Newbery (1981), Ulph and Folie (1980) and Ulph (1982) study a cartel-versus..fringe market structure. 

Relatively minor attention bas been paid to general equilibrium models of inlemational trade in raw 

materials from exhausb"ble resources. ~ to our knowledge, exhaustive survey can be found in Withagen 

(1985). Kemp and Long (1980 c) present a two economy model. One of she economies is resource-rich, 

the other is resource-poor but bas the disposal of a tecbnoJogy to CODVa:t the raw material into a consu

ma: good. Each economy then aims at the maximization of its social welfare function under the condi

tion that equilibrium on its current account prevails. Kemp and Loog analyse general equilibriwn under 

several assumptions with respect to the market behaviour of each particjpant in trade. Chiarella (1980) 

extends the analysis into two directions : first, he introduces Jabog: and capital as faclDrS of non

resourCe production (which takes place aa:cxding to a Cobb-Doug1as function) and, second. be allows 

also for lending and bonowing between the countries involved. Elbers and Witbqen (1984) drop the 

dichotomy between the economies by postulating each counll)' 10 possess an exhaustible resource. The 

withdrawal from the resource is costly. They address the problem of exisIence of a general equilibrium 

and give a characterization. 

The purpose of the present study is to generalize and to add sewn) new aspectS to this general equili

brium approach. It is Slraightf<n'8rd to see that there is a fair numb« of good reasons to do so. First of 

all it goes without saying that a gen«a1 equilitrium analysis of 1rade should be pefmed to a partial 

equilibrium treabnent, if only from a methodological point of view. Furthermore, it may enable us to 

explain the time path of a crucial variable in the theory of exhaustible resources, namely the intema· 

tionalJy ruling interest rate. In the partial equilibrium approach Ibis variable is always assumed a fixed 

constant, which will tum out below to be justified only in a va:y special case. Second. she concise sum

ming up of the presently known models shows 1hat the Ibeay can (and sbouJd) be extended in a 

numb« of non-trivial ways. The assumption of unilateral ownership of a namra1 JeIOUI'Ce can be 

dropped and the assumption of a Cobb-Douglas technology, describing 1IOO-ft8OIJI'Ce production 
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possibilities, seems raIbcr restrictive. FurtbermcI:e. ~tioa COSIS deserve a closer examination. 

The plan of the paper is • follows. Section 2 deacribes the model. The central question is : do there 

exist prices which gen«aIe a general competitive equilibrium and. if the aaswer is in the affinnative. 

how can these prices and the correspondiDg commodity aIlocatioo over time for die economies partici

pating in trade be chamcterized. ? It IUmS out Ibat the literature 011 existence fI eqaiIb:ium wilen an 

infinity of (dated) commodities is in'YOlved is DOl readily capable of providing die ~ to the former 

questioa. Therefore we turn to an alt.emative 8pIX'08Cb which may also shed Iigk 011 the ... question. 

In Section 3 we study a system whose solutioa is shown to be a Pareto-efficieut (PE) aIlocalion. There 

also prqlerbes of PE allocations are derived. Sectioa 4 addresses Ibe exisIencc of FE allocations for 

arbitrary weighting factors (oae for each economy). Section S deals widt some oompara1ive dynamics. 

Fmally Section 6 SIJIDIIl8rizes and concludes. The formal poofs are given in Appendix A. B and C. 

1. The _odeL 

We consider two economies which can be desaibed as foUows. Economy i's (i-l.2) social welfare 

functional is given by 

-
I J -P,' J (CI ) = Ie Uj (Cj(f» dJ • 

o 
(2.1) 

where t denotes time. Pi is the rare of time preference (Pi > 0), Ci(t) is the rare of consumption at 

time t and Ui is the instantaneous utility f1mction. It is assumed dlat Ui is iDc:reaaing. strictly concave 

and provides a strong incentive to cooswoe. Funhermore Ibe elasticity of marginal utility is bounded. 

(p.1) U;(Ci ) > 0 .U;(Cj ) <-0 for all Cj > 0 ,U;(O) =-
U;C; 

lli(Cj ) : ... ; = bounded. 
Ui 

Each economy has the disposal of an exhaustible resource of which the initial (at t - O) size is cIeDotM 
by SOl" 

The resources are not replenishable. Let Ej(t) be the rate of exploitation of resource i. Then it is 

required that 

-I Ej(t) tit S SOl'. i=I.2. 
o 

Ej{l) ~ O. i=I,2. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

Exploitation is not costless. It is assmned that, in ooier to exploit, one has to use capital (which is per

fectJy malleable with dte consumer good) as an inpuL Following Heal (1978), Kay and MiIrlees (1975) 

and Kemp and Long (1980 b) we postulate an extraction technology of the fixed ploportions type : 

Kt(t) = aj Ej (I) , (2.4) 
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where II;. is a positive eonsllDt and K{(t) is the amount of c::apilal used at I by economy i. Economy 1 

is ~ in exploiration tban economy 2. 

Capital can also, together with the (homogeneous) ICSOUR:e commodity. be aIIocaIed to non-resomce 
production. Let R; (I). Kl(I). f; (I) and F, denote the rate of use of the n:source aood. the use of capi

tal. the rate of non-resource }'I'Oduction and the technology. respectively. 

Then 

fi(l) = F; (Kl(l) • Ri(I». (2.5) 

About F, the following asswnptions. c.-xnary in models of intenJationaJ trade, are made. F j exhibits 

constant returns to scale (CRS). is incrtasing. concave and differentiable for positive arguments. It is 

furthermore assmned that each input is necessary for production. Fmally, the elasticity of substitution 

Oli) is bounded. In the sequel this set of assumptions will be referred to as P 3. Apart from CRS they 

are I'31her innocuous. CRS however may seem tmealistic wilen labour is a factor of production. This is 

so but for the time being we shall stick 10 it in order 10 keep the model manageable. 

It is customary in models of international trade 10 make assumptions with regard to the relation between 

technologies, for example in terms of capital-intensity. We shall mate such asswnptions as well by 

using the concept of factor price-frontier (fpf). This coocept will be intuitively clear but a rigorous 

statement can be found in appendix A 

(P4) The fprs have, in the strictly positive orthant, a finite nwnber of points in common. 

This asswnption merely st.aaes that the DOD-IeSOUJt:e teclmologies essentially differ among economies. 

Define 

~ (I) = { C, (I). f j (I), Kl (I).R; (t).K{ (1)'£; (I) ) . 

Let KiO be ecooomy ,., s given initial DOD-IeSOUJt:e wealth and K; (I) its wealth at time I. A general 

competitive equilibrium is defined as follows. 

( K 1 (I), K 2 (t), Zl (t), Z2 (I), p(t), r(/) ) widt pe,) ~ 0 and r(/) ~ 0 constitutes a general competi

tive equilibrium if 

1) for i = 1,2 : Z; (I) maximizes J; (Cl) subject to (2.2) - (2.5) and 

where 

-J X(I) (p (I) R; (t) + ret) (K{ (I) + Kl(l» + C; (I)} dt s 
o 

-J X(/) ( pet) E; (I) + f, (I) } dt + KiO , 
o 

(2.6) 



2) no excess demand : 

, 
- I r('l)4'f 

1(1) := eO. 

Rl (I) + R2 (I)S El (t) + E2 (t). 

Kf (t) + K~ (I) + Kt (I) + K{ (I)S Kl (t) + K2 (t). 

C 1 (I) + C 2 (t) + i 1 (I) + i 2 (I) S Y 1 (I) + Y 2 (I) • 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

3) p(l) = 0 when (2.7) holds with Slrict inequality; r(l) = 0 wIleD (2.8) boIds with Slrict inequality. 

Condition (2.6) needs some clarification. It is MSUmed dW them exists a perfect world market for 

resomce commodities which bave spot price P (I) and a perfect world martet for capital services with 

spot price r (I). Since capital is also a store of value this implies the existence of a perfect world martet 
for "financial" capital where the rate of interest is r(I). Hence condition (2.6) requires each economy to 

make plans such that the discounted value of total sales exceeds the discounted value of total expendi

tures. 

3 Pareto el6cienq 

It will tum out to be convenient to consider the set of Pareto-optima. In this SCCIim we sball define 

some properties of this set, which carry over to a general equilibrium. Without proof we swe the first 

law of classical welfare economies. 

Theorem 1 

Let (K1(t).K2(t),z1(t),z2(t),p(t).r(t») be a general equilibrium. 'Iben (Kt(I).Kit),zI(t),zit)} is FE. 

[J 

Next. consider the problem of maximizing 

-
J (C he,J = I (ae -PI' U I(C 1 (I» + Pe -P:l U2(C2(t»} tit 

o 

subject to 

.. 
J Ej(t)dt S SiO. i = 1,2 t 

o 

Ei (t) ~ 0 t i = 1,2 t 

Kt(t) = OJ Ej (I). i = 1,2 • 

Ydt) = FdKl(t),R j (I». i = 1,2. 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 



K (I) = Yl (I) + Y2(t) - C1 (I) - Cl(I). 

R1(1)+R2(t)S: E 1(1)+E2(1). 

- s-

K (I) ~ KI (I) + K~ (I) + K1 (I) + K~ (I) • 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

where K (0) is given and equals K 10 + K:IA) and (P 1). (P 2) and (P 3) are satisfied. 0eIdy. an allocation 

is Pareto-efficient (PE) if. for some posilive a and P. it solves the above problem. Funhennore. if an 

allocalion is a solution of the problem, it is PE. Remark that C 1 = 0 if a=O and C l=O if P=O. So it will 

always be assumed that a>O or P>O. 
Attention will be restricted to continuous K (the "stare variable") and piece-wise continuous instruments 

Ei • Kl etc. These seem to be the ooIy elasses of functions which bear economic relevaoee in this con

text Disoootinuity in the srock of capital wou1d men an infiniIe I8Ie of investment or disinvestment, 

which cannot be given a meaningful intttpretation beret whereas discontinuities of the second kind in 

the insttuments should be ruled out for the same reason. 

This restriction enables us to invoke the Ponttyagin maximum principle. 

Define the Hamiltonian. 

H(C 1>C2,KJ.K~.Rl.RltEbE2l = a, -91' U 1(Ct ) + p, '"'P7 UiC2l 

+~F 1 (K{ .R!) + F2(K!.R2l-C 1-C2l + 81(-E1) + 81..-E2l 

and the Lagrangean 

L{C 1.CltKI .K~.Rl,RltEhEltK) = H(,) + al El + C1:t El 

+. p(E 1+E2-R 1-R2l +. r(K -KI -K~ -atEl-alE2l. 

Remark that along an optimal trajectory K (I) >0 for all 1 because otherwise consumptioo would equal 

zero which is ruled out by U;' {O)=-. Now suppose that {K (I),,. (I)} : = [K (1),Ct{t),Cl 
(t),KHt).K!<t),R t(I),Ril),E 1{t),Eil)} with K(f) > 0 and ,.(t)~ 0 for all I solves the problem 

posed above. Then there exist 

non-negative constants 81 and ~ 

continuous • (I) 

v (I) := (r (I) ,p (I). at (I). al (t» ~ 0 which is continuous except possible at points of discon

tinuity of ,. (I) such that for all t 2! 0 

ae "1'1' u; (Cdt» = '(1). 

Pe -Pz' ui (Cz(t» = ·HI) , 

'(t)(P (I) - air (t» + ai (I) = 8i , i = 1.2. 

-+(I)lt(I) = r (I) , 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 
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Pi (Kl (I ) .R, (I) ) - r (I) Kl (I) - p (I) R, (I) :!: 

Pi (K! .~) - r (I)K! - p (I)~ for all (K! .~)~ O. i I: 1,2. 

-
OdSiO - I E; (1)cIt) I: O. i I: 1,2 • 

o 

aj (/)Ei (I) I: 0, i I: 1,2 • 

r (I) (K (I) - KJ (I) - K! (I) - Kf (I) - K! (I» = 0 • 

P (I) (E 1 (I) + E 2 (I) - R 1 (I) - R 2 (I» = 0 . 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

These conditions are all straightforward (see Takayama (1974» except for (3.13) which may need some 

clarification. It fonows from the necessary conditions that abe Hamiltonian is maximized widt respect to 

the instruments subject to (3.3) • (3.S) and (3.7) - (3.8). The conditions stated above are not only tbe 

necessary conditioos for an optimal trajectory. It will be sbowD in 'lbeoran 12 dial they are sufficient 

as wen. It is furthermore easily seen that the integral (3.1) is bounded from above (the poof is given in 

Appendix B). 

The equations can be given a nice economic interpretation when •• 0" p and r are thought of as the 

shadow-prices of DOD-resoutee production. a DOD-exploited unit of resoutee i. resomce input in 000-

resource production and capital input respectively. r and p will beI'eafter be referred to as die (real) 

shadow-price of capital and tbe (real) shadow-price of exploited commodities. 
Much of the subsequent analysis can conveniendy be illustrated grapbically in (r I' )-space. See figure 

3.1 below. 

r 

r 

Figure 3.1 
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In view of the homogcmeity of Fit the left band side of (3.13) equals zero for both i. Let i be fixed for 

the momenL The set of real facur shadow-prices for which (3.13) holds is convex and closed. In order 

for economy i to produce the DOIl--resout'Ce commcxIities it is oecessary Ibal 1be real shadow-prices 

belong to the boundary of the set just mentioned. This boundary will be caJJed factor price frontier 

(Cpl). It is negatively sloped and hits (one of) the axes and/or bas (one of) tbc &US as an asymptote. 

There cannot be positive asymptotes because of the oeceaity of both inpulS. B:umples of fpf's are the 

curves 1 - 1 and 2 - 2 in figure 3.1. See Appendix A for the derivation of IbcIe resu.l1S. With the 

interprelation of r and p as shadow-prices, the line T = P /Qj is the locus where sbadow-profilS of 

exploitation from resource i are nil. 

Let us now list some properties of the solutim of the system given by (3.2) - (3.17). To each of the fol

lowing theorems we add a description of the line of proof or merely the intuition on which the proof is 

based. This might be misleading for ilS simplicity but those readers who are interested in the fonna! 

proofs are invited to go carefully through the appendices. 

Theorem 2. 

The real shadow-prices move along that Cpr which. given T. bas maximal p. 11 

This is clear from the fact that otherwise maximal shadow-profits of one of the economies would not be 

zero. 

Theorem 3. 

P (I) > 0 for all t :2: O. 

If the theorem would not ~ld. there would be no exploitation (ai > 0 from (3.11». nor non-resou:rce 
production. But then capital is useless, its price zero and (3.13) is violated. 

Theorem 4. 

r (t) > 0 for all t :2: O. 

Theorem S. 

P (I) and r (I) are continuous for all t :2: O. o 

The intuition behind Theorem 5 is simple. Inspection of equation (3.11) learns that it should bold along 

intervals of time where ai is zero for some i for then a jump of one of the shadow-prices is accom

panied by a jump of the other in the same direction which conb:3dict.s Theorem 2. As long as the 

shadow-price of capital services is positive there is supply of such services and hence non-resource JI'O

duction takes place, which necessarily requires exploilation. So then the condition with respect to ai 

bolds. What one wants to exclude therefore is the posSIbility of r (I) becoming zero. This can be done 

by showing that in order for such a phenomenon to arise the capital-resource input ratio in one of the 

economies becomes infinity within finite time. which is not possible with bounded elasticities of substi

tution. This type of argument has also been followed by Dasgupta and Heal (1974). 
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Let (r ji) be defined as the point of intersection of the line r = pia 1 and the fpf for which in that point 

r is maximal. See figure 3.1. Evidently real factor shadow-pices should allow for non-negative shadow 

profits from exploitation of the cheapest resource. Hence r (I) S r. 

Theorem 6. 

For the real shadow-price trajectories there are two possibilities. 

1. (r (I) ,p (I» =\r ,ji) for all 1 ~ 0; 

2. r (I) < r , p (I) > if for aU 1 ~ o. 
If possibility 2 occurs then r (I) monotonically decreases towards zero and P (I) monotonically 

increases to infinity or a given constant, namely where a fpf is tangent to the p -axis. D 

If the real shadow-prices equal (rji) for an instant of time, then it foUows from (3.11) that they will 

have these values forever. In this case the second economy will never exploit (otherwise 92 < 0). The 

first part of the second statement then immediately follows. The time-palh of the real shadow-prices fol

lows from (3.11), (3.12) and the fact that 9i 's are constants. The result is in fact a kind of Hotelling 

rule. 

Theorem 7. 

If the real shadow-prices are (r ji) then min {Pl' P2> > r. D 

Since the capital-resource input ratio is constant in this case and the stock of the resource is finite -
o 
J K (I)dt < -. This implies K (I) -+ 0 as 1 -+ -. It follows from (3.9), (3.10) and (3.12) that Ci is 

decreasing only if Pi > r. 11tis is necessary to prevent K (I) from becoming negative (see (3.6». 

We now tum to the description of commodity trajectories. Some of these immediately follow from the 

shadow-price paths. 

Theorem 8. 

Suppose that the fprs do nol coincide for r = pial and that if they intersect for positive real shadow

prices, the number of points of intersection is finite. Then non-resource production is always special

ized. D 

This follows from Theorem 2. 

Theorem 9. 

Exploitation is always specialized. Moreover, the second resource is only taken into exploitation after 

exhaustion of the first resource. D 

The first part of the theorem follows from the fact that if there were simultaneous exploitation r. and 

pcp would be constants (see 3.11) and real shadow-prices would both be increasing, contradicting 

Theorem 6. The second part is less straightforward but rests on the idea that cheaper resources should 

be exhausted first (see also Solow and Wan (1977). The ooier of non-resource poduction can easily be 

traced by looking at figure 3.1 as an example. One could start at point I where economy 1 is producing. 
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Over time point S is reached. Afterwards economy 2 lakes over ad infiniblm. The ~ of ecooomy 

1 gets exhausted. This happens after point U bas been passed. Hence, eveolUlJly die sec:ood ecooomy 

carries out both p.roc:llEtion and exploitation. 

Theorem 10. 
Consmnption in each economy will ~ evenlUlJly. IDW8rds 71::10. If r (1)-+0 die sbare in total 

consmnption will move in favour of die economy with die smaller ratio of die I8Ie of lime preference 

and elasticity of marginal utility. at 71::10 consumption. IJ 

The theorem follows from (3.9) and (3.10). where it should be recalled that -+'. -+0 as I -+ 00. 

Theorem 11. 

Production gets more capital-intensive over time. 

This is a consequence of die decrasing real shadow..price of capital aervkes. 

F'matly there is 

Theorem 12. 

{K (1).1l (I)} is PE. 

IJ 

IJ 

The proof of this theorem concentrates on asserting that • (I) K (I) -+ 0 as t -+ 00: die shadow-value of 

the stock of capital goes to 71::10. This being done, die rest of the proof is saraightforward, using concav

ity of the functions involved. 

4 General equilibrium 

This section addresses die re1aDon between PE-allocations as discussed in die preceding section and 

general equilibrimn. 

Let {Kl (t),K2(t).Zl (1),Z2(t),P (I)," (l)) constitute a general equilibrimn. Then. according to 

Theorem 1. (K1 (t).K2(1).Zl (1).Z2(t)] is Parefo..efficient. Since conditions (32) - (3.17) are necessary 

and sufficient for Pareto-efficiency it follows that all die results of die previous section. whicb charac

terize PE allocations. bold. This is summarized in 

Theorem 13. 

Let {K1 (1),K1 (t),Zl (1),z2(1).P (I).,. (I)) be a general equilibrium. Then Theorems 2 - 11 bold. IJ 

This result needs no further comment except posSJ.oly for the following. In partial equilibrimn models 

involving exhausib1e resources it is customary to use constant interest rales. In view of Theorem 7 (and 

Theorem IS of the next section) it can be doubted if this is in general justified. 
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5 Existence of general equi6brium 

Hereto nothing has been said about the existence of a general equilibrium. This is the aim of the 

present section. In view of the two qualitatively different possible price-llajectories it seems useful to 

distinguish between them. We shall therefore first examine under which initial .... of the economies 

the equilibrium interest rate is CODSIant (f). Subsequently we shall go into the existence problem when 

the initial conditions do not allow for a constant interest rate. 

It should be stressed here that we are only interested in equilibria which display a continuous stock of 

capital and piece-wise continuous rates of consumption, extraction etc. This implies that the results on 

existence of equilibria with infinitely many commodities, obtained by Bewley (1970 and 1972), Hart 

e.a. (1974), Jones (1983) and others cannot be invoked in this case in general. The class of functions 

they allow for is much larger than the one we wish to employ and there is no guarantee whatsoever that 

their equilibrium has the desired continuity properties. Models of ecooomic growth where the infinity of 

the hc:xizon is explicit, have been studied by LO. Radnez (1961), McKenzie (1968) and Gale (1967). 

However these models do not take into account the exhaustibility of resources. Moreovez, and this 

seems crucial, they wOOc in discrete time, which, as is well-known, is a more ttaclable concept when 

dealing with existence problems. Finally, Milia (1978 and 1980) considers a model that is closely 

related to ours, although there is no international trade aspect in iL He gives an elegant existence proof. 

However, be works in discrete time and assumes away time preference. One is therefore tempted to 

conclude that the present model cannot be set in a format which makes an application of known results 

possible. 

The analysis will be conducted along the following lines. If there exists a genezal equilibrium it is 

Pareto-efficient. This implies that there exist a and ~ ~ = 1-a) such that the equilibrium commodity 

trajectories and the equilibriUm price trajectories solve (3.2) - (3.17), where the additional variables (Ji 

and 9i are implicitly defined. We then use our knowledge of PE allocations to obtain the existence 

results. 

If r (I) = r, the shadow-price of the resources, 9 j' equals zero. This implies that the balance of pay

ments conditioo (2.6) can be written as 

-I t-ft Ci (I)dt ~ Kio. i = 1,2 . 
o 

In equilibrium an equality will prevail since the instantaneous utility functions are increasing. These 

obsezvations give rise to the following. 

Calculate C I and C 2 from 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

wheze .eO) and a are fixed positive constants for the moment and 0 < a < 1. If PI > r and P2 > r 
there clearly exist. (0) > 0 and 0 < a < 1 such that 
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- (5.3) 

-I -ftc" .. e 2(t(0),a..t) dl = K'JD • 
o 

(5.4) 

where C 1 and C2 are the solutioDs of (5.1) and (5.2) •• (0) aDd ci are unique. Let K (t) be die solution 

of 

K (I) = rK (t)-C 1 (.(0). ci.t) - C2(.(0).ci.t) • K (0) = K 10 + K'JD . 

In view of (5.3) and (5.4) K (I) > O. 

Let. without loss of generality. the first econcmy have the more efficient oon-resooR:C technology at r. 
Define % by r = F lK (.r,I). Consider 

• K( ) SI0-S1(t):= I _ _ 1_ dr. 
o x + at 

(5.5) 

The right band side of (5.5) is total exuaction of die first economy'S resource before t. along tbe po
posed program. For 

K =Kl +Kf =KI +alRt 

and 

Now if S t (I):S S 10 for all t. all the conditions for a geneml equilitrium are satisfied. The desired con

dition is therefore that S 10 is sufficiently large relative to K 10 + K,. Hence we stale 

Theorem 14. 

Suppose PI > r and P2 > r. H S 10 is large relative to K 10 + K'JD dlere exisas a unique general equili

brium wither (').P (I» = V.P). (] 

Matters become seriously more complicated when the cooditioos of 1beorem 1400 DOt bold. But we 

know that in this case the interest rate will IDOIlOtOnically fall and die resource pice willlDOIlOtOnically 

increase. Furthermore the first resource will be e:duulsted first aDd the aec:ood will be exhausted in 

infinity. 

Suppose that we fix a (and P = 1-a), r (0),91 aDd Ihat we let exploi1atioo of the second resource start 

when the rate of interest reaches T". Obviously we must take a on the unit interval. T (0) < r, 91 posi

tive and T" <: T (0). In addition, exploitation of tbe second resource must be profitable eventually : 

p" - a 2T .. ~ 0, where p" is tbe resource price which, togetber with r". yields zero poits in non

resource production. Appendix C shows bow for any vector of such panIIIICIIa initial values 

K IO,K 'JIj,S lOtS'll) can be calcuiatOO which would induce a general equilibrium. M&n formally. define 

v = (ro,r*,a..9t ). 
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Suppose 
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5 10 = 5 10 (\1),520 = 520(\1), K 10 = K 10(\1), K 20 = K 20 (v) . 

then there exists a lenenl equilibrium characterized by r (0) = rOo ; (I) < O. £1 (I) > 0 as 1001 as 

r (I) > ,., £2(1) > 0 for all t such Ibat r (I) <,.. n 

This theaem does not solve the existence problem. The functions SiO(V) IDCl KiO(V) are very bard to 

treat analytically. In fact we want them 10 be sufficiendy surjective, which is difficult to verify. Two 

advantages of this 8JIPI08Ch should be mentioned. rust. it is coostructive. Second, it can easily be len

eralized for an arbitrary number of economies participating in trade. 

, CondusioDs. 

In this paper we have presented a general equilimum model of trade in uatura1 exhaustible resource 

commodities. Genenl equilibrium bas been characterized fer quite ~ utility functiooaIs and non

resource production functions. The model furthermore lakes eJploitatioD COSIS into account. In these 

respects considerable progress bas been made compared with ocbes general equilibrium approaches. 

Existence of an equilibrium bas been examined.. deputing from the cbamclerizatioo of Pareto-efficient 

allocations. 

However some weaknesses of the model should be mentioned. thereby poiluing out where further 

research could focus on. First there is the assumption of CRS in IIOII-IeSOUICe production. Second. the 

simplicity of the description' of the extraction technology. Third. one cooJd introduce (manufactured) 

substitutes for the resources. rmally there is the asumption of perfect mobility of capital goods which 

allows for instantaneous switches in productive activities from one economy to the 0Iber. Nonetheless 

some positive conclusions can be drawn. 

Our analysis does not justify to apply partial equilibrium models witb constant inIeIest DIfCS to martets 
for exhaustible resource commodities, except for the raIher special case where one of the resources is 

economically speaking abundant The results can easily be genenilized into the direction of more 

resources with different exploitation costs and mcxe non-n:source production possibilities and hence the 

model offers a good starting point to study fer example the world oil market which seems to become 

more and more competitive. 

Appendix A 

In this appendix some duality results are derived which are frequently used in the main text and appen

dix B. The following notation will be adopted. For a veetel' y = (YIJ':z) we write 

y ~ 0 if y; ~ 0 for all i • 
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)' > 0 if )'i > 0 for aU i. 

Consider a concave and homogeneous production function F (K. R) with the fol1owiDg .. operties 

Define 

F (0. R) = F (K. 0) = 0 • 

Fi : = of 10K> 0 for aU (K. R) > 0 • 

F,. : = oFliJR > 0 f« aU (K.R) > O. 

V: = {(r",) IF (K.R)-rK -pR S o for all (K.R)~ O}. 

Clearly V is convex and closed. Furthermore (r. p) e V implies (r. p) C!: o. Let BV be the boundary of 

V. 

Lemma At. 

BV = {(r. p)C!: 0 I (r. p) e V and there exists (1'. i)C!: 0 such that F (1'. f)-r1' -pR" = O), 

Pmm. 
(r. p) e BV ~ (r. p) e V and there exists a sequence (r •• P.) _ V wilb (r •• P.) -+ (r. p). 

(r •• P.) II. V ~ there exists (K •• R.) such that 

F (K •• R.) - T.K. -p.R. > 0 . 

(K •• R
"
.) can be chosen on the unit circle, converging to (1'. if) C!: 0 with 

F (1'. if) - r1' - pR" C!: 0 . 

Since (r. p) e V this expression equals zero. Conversely. suppose (r. p) e int V and there exists 
(K. if) ~ 0 such that 

F (K. if) - rK - pR = 0 . 

But then there exists (F. fi) e V. close to (r • p) such that 

F (K, if) - fK - fiR > 0 • 

a contradiction. 

Lemma A2. 

Suppose (rltPI) e BV • (r2.p~ e BV and P2 > Pl' Then 

o 
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i) r2S rio 

ii) if rl = rl then rl = 0 and PI > O. 

fmQf. The proof foUows immediately from the previous lemma. o 

LemmaA3. 

Suppose (rbP1) e av . (rloP,) e av and rl > rl. Tben 

i) P2S PI 

ii) ifP2=Pl then PI =Oandrl >0. 

~ This foDows directly from Lemma 1. o 

Lemma A4. 

(r,,) e av 1\ (r,,) > (f.M ~ (f .ft) fl V. 

fmQf. This is clear from the definition of V and Lemma AI. u 

Consequently V and av can take the shapes as depicted below. 

r r r 
r 

v 

p p p 

Remarks. 

1. It cannot be that the curves displayed. have an , > 0 or a I > 0 .. III IS)'IIII*ltC in view of the 

necessity of both inputs. 

2. The above analysis obviously bears similarity with duality approaches in productioo theory. How

ever, in for example Diewen (1982) nothing is said about one of the input prices being zero. In 

resource theory this seems inevitable. But for positive prices the results are the same. 

Next. attention is paid to the case of two production functions F I and F 1 with respective inputs K and 

R indexed by 1 and 2. Viand V 2 are defined analogously to V. Define furtbennore 

p 
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Lemma AS. 

5W = {(r. p):!: 0 I (r ,p) E W and dlere exists (K, if):!: 0 such Ibat F; <K.if) - rK - pR = 0 for 

some il. 

P.moL. This is evidenL 

Without proof we state 

LemmaA6. 
Lemmata A2. A3 and A4 hold with V replaced by W. 

Now suppose 

there exist~ (r • p) • (K 1. R 1) and (K 2. R u such tbal 

F 1 (K 10 R 1) - rK 1 - pR I:!: F 1 (K. if) - rK - pR for aU (K. if) ~ 0 • 

F 2 (Kz, Ru - rKZ - pRZ:!: F z(K, if) - rK - pR for aU (K. if)~ 0 . 

This is equivalent to (3.13). 

LemmaA7. 
(3.13) implies tbal (r,p) E W. 

Lemma A8. 

(Ki' Ri ) > 0 for some i implies (r ,p) E 5W. 

Clearly Lemma A7 proves theorem 2. Lemma AS will tum out useful in Appeadix B. 

Appendix B 

Il 

[] 

I] 

IJ 

In this appendix the theorems of Section 3 are proved. For conveniency the assumptions of the model 

are restated here. 
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(P3) F; (Kl.R;) is concave and homogeneous and satisfies 

F; (O.R;) = F; (Kl.O) = O. 

FiX : = iJF;/iJKl > 0 for all (Kl.R;) > O. 

Fill : = iJF;/iJR; > 0 for all (Kl.R;) > O. 
The elasticity of substitution .; is bounded. 

(P4) The set {(r p) I (r p) > 0 and (r p) e BV1 ("\ 8V2J is finite. 

Assumption (P4) says Iha1 essentially the F;'s diffez. In the sequel the argument t is omitted when there 

is 00 danger of confusion. The following noration will be used. 

It is easily seen Iha1 

FiX = 1/. Fill = Ii - x;/;', Ii" < O. Ii (0) = 0 . 

Finally 

Y(I +):= lim y(l+h). y(I-):= lim y(l+h). 
,Lo ,10 

Theorem 2 bas been proved in Appendix A. 

We first present a lemma Iha1 is frequently used in the sequel. 

Lemma Bl. 

r (I) > 0 ~ Y 1 (I) > 0 v Y 2 (I) > O. 

FmQf. Suppose that tbeze exists t I ~ 0 such Iha1 r (I I) > 0 and Y 1 (11) = Y 2 (I I) = O. Then 

KJ (11) = K~ (11) = 0, otherwise (r p) f W and Lanma A 7 is violaled. H p (11) = 0 then G; (11) > 0 for 

both i (since 0; = .(1) (p (1)-a;r(l» +G;(I)~O) and E 1(ll)=E2 (ll)=R I (II)=R 2(11)=0 

(3.ll. 3.15 and 3.7). H p (II) > 0 then also RI (II) = R2 (11) = 0 since (rp) e W. 'l'berefore in both 

cases Kt(ll) = O. i = 1,2. But K (11) > O. It follows from 3.171ha1 r (II) = O. a conttadictioo. 0 

Theorem 3. 

P (I) > 0 for all I ~ O. 

IEQf. Suppose theze exists '1 such Iha1 P (11) = O. Since (0.0) f V;. i = 1,2. r (11) > O. 0; ~ 0 for both 

i, hence G; (11) > 0 for both i (from (3.11» implying E 1 (11) = E 2 (I I) = R I (11) = R 2 (I 1) = O. Therefore 

Y; (11) = 0, i = 1,2 and Lemma Bl is violated. 0 

Theorem 4. 

r (I) > 0 for all I ~ O. 



fmo.f. The proof will be given in several stepS. 

I) Suppose that there exist II ~ 0 and i such that r (t1) = 0 .. Ri (tt) > O. 1be:n Kl(tt) > 0, other

wise (r (I t) ,p (11» f Vi in view of the fact that P (11) > O. Hence (r (t 1) ,p (t 1» e BV. (Lemma 

AI). But F iK > 0 and Ibis implies (r (11) , p (t 1» ~ BV.. Hence, r (11) = 0 implies 

Rj(lt)=O, 1=1.2. 

2) Suppose that there exists tl > 0 such that r (II) > 0, wbrleas r (0) = O. 1be:n +(ll):S; +(0) in view 

of (3.12). Since r (11) > 0, Yj (II) > 0 for scme i .. dlelefore Rj (II) > 0 for Ibis i. This implies 

that there exists j such that Ej (11) > 0 .. 

8j = .(It> (p (tl) - aj r (tl» = .(0) (p (0) - aj r (0» + OJ (O) . 

So p (11) > p (0) and (r (I.) ,p (11» > (r (0) • p (0». But then (r (0) • p (0» f W. contradicting 

Lemma A7. Hence r (0) = 0 implies r (I) = 0 for all t ~ O. 

3) r (0) > O. This is so since, if r (0) = 0, r (t) = 0 for all t (2) implying Rj (I) = 0 for all I and both 

i; hence E j (I) = 0 for all I and both i (3.11) contradicting (3.14). 

4) Suppose there exists 11 > 0 such that r (tl) = 0 and r (I) > 0 for all 0 < t < II . 

a) Suppose that r (11 - ) > O. 

In view of the piece-wise continuity of r there exists L < '10 close enough to 110 such that 

rQ) > O. Hence Yi (L) > 0 fo: some i (Lmuna BI). 1be:n also p Q):S; p (11) otherwise 

(r (11) • p (I 1» ~ Vi (Lemma A4). Since • (I) is continuous by assumption we then have 

OJ Q) > CSj (tl) ~ 0 U = 1.2). Therefore El «) = E2(L) = R. Q) = R2Q) = 0, contradicting 

Yj Q) > 0 for some i. So 

b) r(11-)=0. 

Assumption P4 implies that there exists • in1erVal (t • tl) such that Yj (t) > 0 for all , e (t , tl) 

and just one i. Since E. (I) is piece-wise continuous for both i die interval (t • tl) can be par

tioned in a finite number of subintervals such that Ej (I) (i = 1.2) is continuous along each 

subinterval. Observe first that tbere is DO subinterval with E I > 0 and E 2 > 0 aIoog a non

degenetated subinterval of iL For suppose that there exist Landt with t :s; L < t < t 1 such that 

El (I) > 0 and E2 (t) > 0 for all tell.., n. This implies tbat +(p - air) .. +(p - a,,) are 

constants for L:S; I :s; t. But • (I) < 0 for L:S; t :s; t. Since a 1 ¢ a2 ., and +r are cmstants, 

implying that (r (I) , p (I) > (r Q) • p Q). Therefore (r Q) • p (0) ~ W. which is not allowed 

by Lemma A 7. So for all partitions E 1 (I) = 0 <=IiI> E 2 (I) > O. Hence dIere exists 'f < t 1 such that 

along the interval (f,II) E 1(1)=0 and E 2 (1) >0, or E 1(1»0 and E 2 (1)=0. Assume, 

without loss of generality. that Y 1 (I) > 0 and E 1 (t) > 0 for all I e (f • '1)' Straigbtfcxward calcu

lations yield 
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i1/xl = (-a I (r - r~/; (%1)x1) + IlIil (%1)lx1. I e (f' .11) • 

where it sbouJd be ft'JC8IIed that III is the elaslicity of substitution. If i (I) ~ 0 for some 

I e (f'. '1) I.hen i1 (I) S 0 because J (Xl) < O. 'Iberefore 

Since r (I) -+ 0 • %1 must become arbittarily large. But 

lim 11 (%1)1%1 = 0 
.111-

so that %1 is bounded on any finite interval. 

Theorem S. 

i) r (t + ) = r (t - ). 

ii) P (I + ) = p (I - ). 

odl - ) - odt + ) = +(/) (a; (r (I - ) - r (I + » - (p (I - ) - P (I + »} • i = 1,2 • 

a) Suppose that r (11 - ) > r (11 + ) for some , 1 > O. Tben there exist 1 and t. close enough to tit 

with L < 11 < t such that r (0 > r (t). Since r (0 > O. Yj (0 > 0 for some i (Umma Bt). Then 

also p (0 S P (I) othczwise (r (I) • p (I)., Vi (Lemma A4). Therefore 

OJ(O>Oj(I)~O U,=I,2) and £1(0 =£2(0 =R 1(O=R2 (O=O contradicting that 

Yj uJ > 0 for some i. 

b) Suppose that r (11 - ) < r (11 + ) for some , 1 > O. In this case the proof is analogous to the proof 

under a. This shows the validity of part i) of the tbeorem. The proof of part ii) is similar and 

will not be given here. (] 

Let (r.ji) be defined by ji = Q 1 rand cr.P) e ~W. See figure Bl. 
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r 

fig. B1 

In view of the asslDJlpUoos made (r.if) exists. In fact .,. is die maximal feasible r. 

Theorem 6. 

i) (r (It) ,p (11» = (r ,pffor some 'I:!!: 0 => (r (I) • p (t» = (rl) for all, :!!: O. 

ii) Suppose 7 (0) < .,.. Then 

a) r (11) > r (I~ and P (11) <p (I~ for all I" > '1:!!: O. 

b) limr(I)=O. 

~ 
Ad n, 

,--

1) 7 (t) S .,. for all I. For suppose that for some t I:!!: 0 r (11) >.,.. Then fj (11) > 0 for some i 

(Lemma B1). p (It) S P otbt2wise (rP). 8W (Lemmata A6 and A4). Since 8j :!!: 0 for both j it 

follows that (Jj (tl) > 0 for both j. which implies that Ej (t1) = Rj (t1) = 0 for both j contradict

ing f; (tl) > 0 for some i. 

2) Suppose (7 (tl) • P (tl» = (rP) for some '1:!!: O. Then E2(ll) = 0 because P - (J2T < 0 and 

82 2: O. But. since r (11) > o. R 1 (11) + R" (I 1) > 0 (Lemma B1), implying that E 1 (11) > O. There

fore 81 =0 and p(I)-(Jt7(I)SO for all t. If, fa: some '22:0. P(t~-(Jlr(t~<O then 

El(t~=O «(J1(1,,) > 0). A fortiori E2(1,,)=0. Hmce f; (I~=O for bodl i. contradicting 

Lemma B 1. So P (I) = (J 1 r (I) for all t 2: O. This proves die first pan of the 1beoIem. 



M...ii1 
1) Suppose r (It) S r (, i). r (I) > 0 for all , (l'beorem 4). beDce Yi (Ii) > 0 far some i and 

Y; (,i) > 0 for some i (Lemma B1). 1beref<n (r ('t).P ('t» e 8V, for some i and 

(r (ti).p (,i) e Wi for some i. So (r (11)1' ('v) e 8W and (r (Ii).p (,,) e 8W. (Lemma AS). 

Using Lemmata A6 and A2 we find P (I 1) ~ P (I,). By the same arpmcnt ,. (I V = ,. (Ii) if and 

only if P ('I) = P (,i). 

2) Now suppose r (11) = r (I i). 
8j = • (I)(P (I) - Dj r (I» + OJ (I) for all I and both j. 

Because • is continuously decreasing and P (It) = P (I,). OJ (Ii) > 0 for both j. So 

R 1 (Ii) + R 2(ti) = 0 and Yj (,i) = O. contradicting Lemma B1. We can therefore restrict ourselves 

to the following case. 

3) Suppose r (11) < r (Ii). Tben P (tl) > P (Ii) in view cI 1). Tben a fortiori Y1 (Ii) = Y2(1i) = 0, 

contradicting Lemma B 1. This proves il) a). 

4) Suppose 

lim r (I) = It > 0 . . -
Then .. (1)1. (I) -+ -It as t -+ - (3.12). So • (I) -+ 0 as I -+ -. Furthe:rm<n P (I) -+ P > 0 as 

I -+ -. In the case at band 8j > 0 for both j. Hence 8/.(1) -+ - as t -+ -. implying that 

OJ (I) > 0 for 1 large enough. Then Ej (I) = 0 for both j and I large enough, contradicting 

Yj (I) > 0 for all t and at least one i. [] 

Theorem 7. 

(r (t).p (I» = (fJi) => PI> r. P2 > r. 

fmQt 0 = P (I) - 411 r (I) > P (I) - Q2r (I). Hence E2(1) = 0 far all t ~ O. Since .,. = -r it follows 

that • (I) = • (0) e -'it. Hence 

U; (C1) = .~) e{Pl-i)'; U;(C,)= .~O) e{pr--. 

Furthennore 

KIR = KIIR + K21R + 411. 

where R : = R 1 + R 2' 

If fi (11) > 0 then Kl (I t}IR, (t 1) is constant If Yj (11) = 0 then Kl(t l)/Rj (It) = O. So tbere are constants 

hI and h2• such that 

Hence 



-
o 
I K (t)dI < 00 • 

In view of the homogeneity of Fi 

Therefore 

and 

, 
K (I) = Koe" - I eY(t~)C (s)ds • 

o 
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-
where C = C 1 + C 2' It follows from i s 11(. K ~ 0 and I K (t)dI < 00 tbat K (t) -+ O. To see this 

o 
remark that 

T T 

I (K -rK)(dI)=K (T)-K(O)-r I K dI 
o 0 

So 

T T 

r I K dI + K (0) = K (I) + J r; K - K) dI 
o 0 

The left hand side of this exPression is bounded. The second term of die rigbl hand side is monotonially 
o 

increasing (since K S r K). Therefore K (I) -+ 0 for otherwise I K dI would diverge. 
T 

Now. if PI S r or P2 S r then C (I) ~ C > 0 for 90Dle C and for t large enough K (I) becomes nega

tive. which is not allowed [J 

As a corollary we mention 

Corollary B 1. 

(r (/),p (I» = (r if) => .(t)K (I) -+ 0 as t -+ 00. 

Theorem 8. 

Suppose (r .alr) E aw. Take '1.~ 11' Suppose Y1 (I) > 0 and Y2(/) > 0 for all I E [/th]. Then 

'1 = '2' 

Proof. Suppose there exist 11 and '1. with 12 > t 1 such that Y 1 (I) > 0 and Y 1. (I) > 0 b all I e [11.12]. If 

(r (t),p (t» = (r ji) for all I ~ 0 then (r. a t r) E aw. If (r (O).p (0» ¢ (r ji) thea r is monotonically 
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decreasing. Hence P4 is violated. 

Theorem 9. 

, 
ii) E2 (/) > 0 => J E1 (/)dt = Slo-

o 

M.il. 
The argument has already been given in the proof of theorem 4 but will be repeated here for conveni

ence. Suppose there exist 11 and 12 with 12 > '1 such that E 1 (I) > 0 and E 2 (I) > 0 for all I e [11 ,t 21· 

Then, from (3.11) and (3.15) 

.(p - ajr) = 9j • j = 1,2 • 1 e [/1.t21 • 

Since al ~ a2. tp and tr are constants along [11.tiJ. But .(I~ < .(11) and therefore 

(r (/~" (I~) > (r (II)" (II». So (r (II)" (II» f W (Lemma A4). whicb is not allowed (Lemma A7). 

Ad ill. 

Suppose there exists 11 sucb that E 2 (I I) > 0 and 

-
a) J E I (S) ds < S 10'. 

o 

In this case 91 = O. implying (r (I)" (I» = (f'ji) fm- all I ~ O. Therefore 02(1) > 0 for all 1 u well as 

E 2 (I) = 0 for all I. contradicting E 2 (I I) > O. 

-
b) J EI(s)ds =SIO. 

o 

There exists an interval [tl.t21 • I I S; tl < t2. with E I (I) > 0 and oootmuous. whereas, aJong the inter

val, E 2(1) = O. Take tl < 12 < t2. 

EI (II) ~ o. E 2(11) > 0.02(/1) = O. Hence 

91 ~ .(11) (p (II) - aIr (II», 

92 = C!>(II) (p (II) - a~ (II». 

E I (I-z) > 0, E2(t-z) = 0, 01 (I-z) = O. Hence 
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.(1,) (P(I,)-Glr(t,)~.(ll) (P(tl)-Glr(ll», 

.(11) (P (11) - Gl" (tl»~ .(1,) (P (I,) - Gl" (I,). 

Multiplication of the left and right band sides of the first iDequa1ity by G2 and of die II!lCOIld inequality 

by Gland adding yields 

(G2 - Gt> (. (I,)P (t,) - • (11)P(ll» ~ 0, 

implying P (I,) > p (11)' 

Just addition of the inequalities yield 

(G2 - Gt) (.',)r (I,) - .(11)r (Il»~ 0, 

implying r (I,) > r (11)' 

Therefore (r (I,),p (t,) > (r (11) P (tl) and (r (tl),P (11». W. coruradicting Lemma A7. 

Theorem 10. 

i) There exists T~ 0 such that. C doli(I)<O,i = 1,2, for aU. t > T 

ii) Ci (I) -+ 0 as t -+ 00 and C1/(C 1 + C,) -+ 0 as t -+ 00 if and only if 

{pz-r (00»)1112(0) > (Pl-r (-»/"1 (0). 

f.I:2Qf. 

&!..i1 
It follows from (3.9) and (3.10) that 

"i (Ci ) < O. If r (I) = r then Pi > r for both i. If r (0) < r then r (I) -+ 0 as 1 -+ 00. 

Ad...ii1 
The first pan of ii) follows immediately from i) since "i (Ci ) is bounded. The asympIOIic growth rate of 

Ci is (Pi-r(oo»)/1li (0). This proves the second pan. 0 

Theorem 11, 

Suppose (r (O)..p (0» ~ (r Ji), Yi (I) > 0 implies i; (I) > O. 

f.I:2Qf. This is immediate from the fact that r decreases and Ii" < 0, (] 

It will tum out to be crucial in the proof of Theorem 12 that .(1) K (I) -+ 0 as 1 -+ 00, This holds if 

(r (O).p (0» = (r Ji) (Corollary Bl). For r (0) < r it is proved in the following lemma. 



LemmaB2. 
(r (O),p (0» ~ (F' jJ):!;;> lim • (I) K (I) = O. 

r_ 

fmQf. For t large enough exploitation and production are speciaJized. 'I'I:ler'ef'cR indices i are omitted 

here. 

Define Z by 

• <p -af}r -f (p -aT) P -ar . 
K= :1 Z+ Z 

r r 

= Lfll K - (C1 + CiJ (from (3.6». 
0+% 

It follows from (3.11) and (3.12) that 

(j - af) = r (p - aT) , 

Furthennore f (%) = XI' + P (from the homogeneity of F) and 

,_T(p-ar)x 
p - %+0 • 

using f = f" i • P = -.xif". Then it is easily shown that 

i = --!..- (C 1 + CiJ. 
p-ar ' 

So Z is monotonically decreasing. Denore by" the instant of lime after wbkh there is complete spe

cialization and T (,.) by r*. Then 

.. .. 
I E (t)dI = J -Ldl 

,. ,. 0+% 

must converge. Hence 

.. 0 

I -L dI = J p - ar ....L .!!!.. .!!e. d1' 
,. 0 +% ,. r 0 +% tip dr 

o - J p-or....L -0-% dr 
- ,. r 0+% T(p-ar) 

,. Z 
= I -zd1'<oo. 

o T 

We also have 
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1-0 dr 
dZldr = dZ .!!!... 1£. = _-2- (C 1 + C:z) tip EI!. 

dl tip dr P-tu r(p-tu) dr 

Take £ < r* and consider 

""z 1 "" "" IdZ J - dr = -Z I - J - - - dr z r £ r dr 
£ r £ 

It follows that 

J
"" (Ci+C:z}(a+x) 

z dr o r(p-tu) 

"" converges and lirnZ(r)lr exists. It equals zero for if Zlr -+A >0 for some A aben J (Zlr~dr 
r~ 0 

would diverge. Fmally 

~ =~=eZlr. 
P-tu 

Hence cjl(l)K (I) -+ 0 as 1 -+ 00 • . 
Theorem 12. 

(K (t). U (I)} is PE. 

P1QQf. Consider a program that is feasible. i.e. fulfils (3.2) - (3.8). I>ctde it by upper bars. 

T 

~ J rae ""I' u; (C 1)(C1-C1)+Pt""Pi u; (C:z) (Cz-c:z}}dt 
o 

T 

= J .(C1+CZ-C1-C:z}dt 
o 

T T 

= J .(Y1+ Yz-Y1-Yz}dt - J .(K-K)dl 
o 0 

(if Kl > 0 then F i1C = r and FiR = p. Therefore we continue) 

I] 
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T 

Il!: J .{r (KJ +Kl-il-Kl) + p (Rl+ RZ-RI-RV}dt 
o 

T T 

",(K -K) 10 + I (K -K)+dt 
o 

_1 Kf -.!.Ki»)dt -.(1')(K(1')-K(T» 
al a2 

T 

= I {(91-0'1)(E1-E1) + (91-O'v (Ez-Ev)dt -.(T)(K(T)-K(T» 
o 

Il!: "'(1') (K (T)-K(T»Il!:-.(T)K (T). 

• (T) K (T) ~ 0 as T ~ 00 (Lemma B2). 

Here we prove one additional theorem. 

Theorem BI. 

Let (n. ti) given with a + ti = 1. F« all Ko there exists M (K~ such tbat 

-) (ae-Pl'UdC t)+tie'""'Uz(Cv}dt SM(Ko). 

frQQt Take (r .p ) E (int VI) n (int V V. Then 

Fi (J(.!.Ri)S r Kl+p Ri .i=1.2. 

Hence 

i S r (KJ +KI)+p (R 1 +Rv 

SrK+pE-C. 

where E = El + E1> C = C1 + Cz. Tberefore 

So 

I 

J e-- C (s)ds S p (SlO+S~+Ko. 
o 

D 



where P = min (Ph P2>. 
Hence 

It follows that 

-
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S e""" (A +B C) fex 0 < T < P . 

J (ae -PI' U1(C 1) + pe""P2' U:I..cv} til s ~ + B P{SlO+S",} + B Ko 
o T 

Appendix C 

D 

Consider the quadruple \I: = (r* ,rOtCl,9t) with 0 < r* <!.. 0 < r* < TO < r. 0 < a < 1 and 91 > 0 

where!. is defined by r = o,p, (T ,p) e 8W. Define 

where p. = p (r*) such that (r* .p.) e 8W. 

Let r (t • \I) be the solution of 

. p(r)-o2" 
r=- ()r,TSr*. 

02+% r , 

where p (r) is such that (r ,p) e 8W and % = ~ on 8W. Remark that these differential equations fol

low from (3.11) - (3.13) and the consumcy of the 9; '$. 

Let t (r • v) be the inverse function of ret • v). Hence 
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,. DZ+Z(S) • 
t(r.v)=t('-.v)+ I (P() )ds. O<r!:r • 

,. S $ -D'2;S 

Define C l(r. v) and Cir. v) by 

U• (C ( » 1 Plt(r,.) 81 ~ 
1 1 r. v = - it • r!: r!: ro a P-Dlr 

U;(C1(r,v»=.!,P1f(I',.) 82 , O<r!:'-
a P -Dt" 

U• (C ( » 1 PJ,tCI' •• ) 81 ~ 1 2 r ,v =-t , r!:r!:ro 
I-a P -Dlr 

U• (C ( » 1 PJ,'Cl',.) 8z 0 ~ 2 zr.v =--e ,<r!:r. 
I-a P-D'JT 

For given r (I) and \I the amOlDlts extracted from the resources can be cak:ulated as follows (see also 

the proof of Lemma B2): 

where 

< I' D2+Z 
Z-(r, \I) = I 2 C ($ , v ) ds • 

o (p -DzS) 

with C ($ , \I) = C 1 (s , \I) + Cis, \I ). 

Finally define 
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+ ~ J'" (J2+
X C-I )ds ~ S-_I ) } 

9 ~ 'AS ,v - -9 :.Jr\V • 
1 0 sCp -(J,}}} 1 

Straightforward calculations yield 

We conclude that if there exists v such that 

there exists a general equilibrium characterized by 

• P -ellT 
r =- r. ,(0)=,0. OS 1 <1(r*,V) 

(Jl+ X 

. P -a7! 'til . . (.) I.) r = - r. WI rcontmuous m t r ,V ,I ~ t \r • v • 
(J2+ X 

Hence the remaining problem is whether m not such a v exists. The functions (S lOt S»K10t K'1J) (11) 

are continuous in v and conttnuously differentiable in v unless of course r 0 and r* moe located in points 

where oW is not differentiable. These properties however moe not sufficient to have a solutioo. Unfor

tunately the fonnulae derived above do not allow for much analytical wort. 
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